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Taylor Got A Booty Boost With Butt Implants, Top 
Docs Claim 

By Radar Staff 
Posted on Jun 29, 2016 @ 7:01AM 

Taylor Swift doesn't just have a new man. Top doctors say it seems she got a new booty too!  
 
Click through 7 shocking photos of the 26-year-old blonde superstar singer as RadarOnline.com 
exclusively spoke to three top plastic surgeons who dish on the curves Tom Hiddleston loves! 
Swift is suddenly giving Kim Kardashian a run for her money.	
	
According to Dr. Anthony Youn, author ofThe Age Fix: How To Look Ten Years Younger, "The 
photos do seem to suggest that Taylor may have had a buttock enhancement, but as thin as 
she is, the only way this could be possible is if she had solid silicone buttock implants placed." 
 

	
	

However, Dr. Youn, who has not treated the star, warned, "It's not a very common surgery, and 
many plastic surgeons don't perform the procedure due to the risks that buttock implants can 
have, such as infection..." 
	
Dr. Zara Harutyunyan with Cosmetic Rejuvenation, who has not worked on Swift, agreed that 
Swift seems to have done something to enhance her booty!"The transformation from picture 
one to picture two could be the results of a Brazilian butt lift, Silicon implants, or fat transfer," 
she told Radar. 
	
Beverly Hills plastic surgeon Dr. Susan Evans said, "It's possible she may be wearing 
underwear with pads, but more often than not, stars have buttock augmentation AKA a butt lift!" 
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Dr. Evans has not worked on Swift but added, "After all that drama with Kim Kardashian I would 
not be surprised if she augmented her back!" 
Swift recently sparked rumors she got a boob job too! Do you like her new look? Let us know in the 
comments! 

http://radaronline.com/photos/taylor-swift-butt-implant-claims-plastic-surgery-photos/photo/1314417/	


